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do you know that you are sleeping when you are dreaming ?

if you knew you were sleeping when you are dreaming…

you would be awake !!

understand this

there is a greater awakening

yes…the mind will doubt

it will doubt everything because that is its function

i am not against doubting

doubt is a projection of the mind

so let it do its work

but to transcend the mind…

to fall into the unknown…that mystery…

nothing can be said about it

somebody who knows the truth

and the light is filtered within

he knows its presence but he cannot utter it

he cannot take you beyond the doubt of the mind

it is simply impossible

truth is a vertical experience

a vertical experience of light

the mind moves horizontal

truth moves vertical

they do not even know each other

doubt is perfectly good

most masters speak about the value of doubt

neti neti neti neti neti neti

keep doubting…keep doubting…keep doubting…keep doubting…

doubt everything…question everything…

really question everything !

what you see…is it true ?

what you know…is it true ?

what you have been taught…is it true ?

doubt is very natural

because you are trying to use the wrong instrument 

to gauge something that it is not capable to understand

the mind cannot understand the heart

the heart can sense the being

but cannot understand the state of nomind

the mystic is one seeking subtler layers

searching from the gross…the obvious…

from what you can see…

then going to a subtler level…feeling...

drinking that which cannot be seen…

diving deeper

trying to reach the unknowable

the moment you fall upon truth

there is only doubt

everything is doubt 

because it is such a new universe

that you simply shake your head and say…really ?

the mind…the heart…

whatsoever you know…

the moment you have this experience

this whole foundation is shaken

and all that remains is doubt

you ask a person…are you enlightened ?

he will hesitate…

really ? maybe i am not enlightened…maybe i am just dreaming…

how do you know you are awake ?

you fall asleep at night

and you have a beautiful dream that you become the king of ukraine

and you are riding on your horse and the chariots are moving 

everything is perfectly good
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